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ABSTRACT. A C(K) space Xo which Ciesielski and Pol show does not continuously linearly inject into any co(r) has an equivalent C°°-norm, is Lipschitz
equivalent to aco(r), and the density character of Xo is equal to the ui*-density
character of Xq .

1. Introduction.
In nonseparable Banach space theory one of the important
questions is that of injectability of the space into co(r). For example any weakly
compactly generated Banach space or more generally any space analytic in its
weak topology continuously linearly injects into co(r) [2, 12, 8]. In [9], Johnson
and Lindenstrauss found the first example of a Banach space X with Fréchet differentiate norm that is not a subspace of any weakly compactly generated space.
Their space continuously linearly injects into Co and the w*-density character of
X* is No- Later on, Aharoni and Lindenstrauss proved in [1] that the space X of
Johnson and Lindenstrauss is Lipschitz equivalent to a co(r) and thus provides a
long sought example of two Lipschitz equivalent spaces that are not isomorphic.
The space X of Johnson and Lindenstrauss contains a subspace Y which is isometrically isomorphic to Co and such that X/Y is isomorphic to co(r). We show that
spaces with this property admit equivalent C°°-norms (Lemma 1).
Recently, Ciesielski and Pol have found an example Xo of a space similar in
structure to that of Johnson-Lindenstrauss
space, which moreover has some additional striking properties [4]. Their space Xo is a C(K) space where K is a
"ladder system compact" (see definition below). Ciesielski and Pol show that Xo
does not linearly continuously inject into any Co(r), while we show in this note
that Ao factors through its subspace which is isomorphic to co(Fi) to a space isomorphic to co(r2)- Following Aharoni and Lindenstrauss in [1] we then show that
Xo is Lipschitz equivalent to a co(r). Xo has nice renorming properties: It admits
an equivalent C°°-norm (Lemma 1), an equivalent locally uniformly rotund norm
(since renormability by a locally uniformly rotund norm has the three space property). Since K^\ the third derived set of a compact K in the definition of X0, is
empty, the results of Deville [6] imply that X0 has an equivalent norm || • || such that
both || • || and its dual norm || • ||* on Xq are locally uniformly rotund. Therefore the
space Xo allows us to sharpen a result of Dashiell and Lindenstrauss in [5], where
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the first example of strictly convex space which does not linearly continuously inject
into any co(r) was found. The space of Dashiell and Lindenstrauss cannot have
an equivalent locally uniformly rotund norm since it contains an isomorph of 1^,
[10, 11]. The space Xo of Ciesielski and Pol not only does not linearly continuously inject into any co(T), but has a much stronger property (see the statement of
Theorem 1).
The notation in this note is standard in the Banach space theory. The spaces
are assumed to be real and differentiability is meant in a continuous Fréchet sense.
A Banach space X is said to be Lipschitz equivalent to a Banach space Y if there is
a (nonlinear) one-to-one map T of X onto Y such that both T and T_1 satisfy the
Lipschitz condition. densX is the smallest cardinality such that there is a dense
set of X of cardinality N. w*-densX* is defined similarly. The set of all natural
numbers is denoted by u and the cardinality of continuum by c.

2. Definition of Ciesielski-Pol's
definition is taken from [4, p. 686].
Let 5 be a Bernstein

Pr\B¿0andPn

space and the main result.

The following

set in the real line R (i.e. for every perfect set P C R,

(R\B) ¿ 0).

Let {Aa,a < 2"} be an enumeration
of all countable subsets of R\B with
uncountable closure. Choose by transfinite induction distinct points aa G Aa f~lB
and for each a < 2W, choose and fix a sequence Ca = {aa(i), i E w} C Aa
converging to aa. Let us give the real line R the following locally compact topology:
Each point of R\{aa}a
is isolated, while a base of neighborhoods of a point aa
are the sets (aa U Ca)\F, where F are finite sets in Ca- Finally, let K = R U oo be
the one-point compactification of R with the given topology. Then K is called a
ladder system compact and the space C(K) of all real valued continuous functions
on K endowed with the usual sup-norm will be called the Ciesielski-Pol space XoThe following theorem collects known information on Xo together with the results in this note.

THEOREM l.

The space X0 of Ciesielski and Pol defined above admits an equiv-

alent C°°-norm, is Lipschitz equivalent to a co(T) and densXo = w*-densX* = c.
Xo also has an equivalent norm || • || such that both \\ • || and its dual norm \\ ■||* on
Xq are locally uniformly convex [6]. There is a subspace Y C Xo, Y isomorphic to
a co(ri) such that Xo/Y is isomorphic to a co^)However, from [4], if (Bi,w)
is the unit ball of Xq endowed with the weak topology, then there is no continuous
one-to-one map of (Bi,w) into any cq{T) endowed with its weak topology.

Let us recall that a norm ]| • || on a Banach space X is called locally uniformly
rotund if lim ||xn - x|| = 0 whenever x„, x E X are such that lim2||:r||2 + 2\\xn\\2 \\x + xn\\2 = 0.

3. Proofs

of the results.

LEMMA 1. Let X be a Banach space and Y be a subspace of X such that Y is
isomorphic to a space co(r). Assume that X/Y has an equivalent Ck-norm, where
k Eui or k — oo. Then X admits an equivalent Ck-norm.
PROOF. We use a technique of Kuiper whose construction
C°°-norm on co(r) is shown in [3, p. 896].
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First, by a proper extension of a norm given on Y by its isomorphism to co(r)
we may suppose that Y is isometric to co(r).
Let T be a lifting operator of
F* ~ X^/Y1- ~ h(T) into X*, ||T|| < 1 and ¡pa = T6a, a E T, where 6a are
the unit vectors of /i(r).

Let <pbe a real-valued C°°-function

on the real line R which is even, 0 < <p< 1,

¡p(t) = 1 for |i| < 9/8, ip'(t) < 0 for i G (9/8,2), <p(t) = 0 for |i| > 2 and tp is
concave on the set {i G R; <p(t) > 1/2}.
Let a(t) be a real-valued

C°°-function

on the real line R such that a is even,

a(t) = 0 for |f| < 1/4, a(t) = 1 for |f| > 1/2, a'(t) > 0 for i G (1/4,1/2) and
a is convex on {i G R;a(t) < 1/2}. Let tp(x) be a function on X/Y defined by
tp(x) = 1 —a(||i||), where x denotes the coset of X/Y given by x E X and \\x\\ is an
equivalent Cfc-norm on X/Y, || • || > the original quotient norm of X/Y. Then the
function tp on X/Y is a (7fc-function on X/Y, 0 < tp < 1, tp(x) = tp(y) if ||x|| = \\y\\,

tp(x) = 1 for ||z|| < 1/4, tp(x) = 0 for ||£|| > 1/2, tp'(x)(x) < 0 for 1/4 < ||x|| < 1/2
and tp is concave on the set {x E X/Y;tp(x) < 1/2}. (Notice that tp'(x)(x) denotes
the Fréchet derivative of tp at a point x in the direction x.) Define a real-valued
function $ on X by

*(i) =ip(x) Yl <p(fa(x))Finally, let 111
• 111be the Minkowski functional of the set
S = {xEX;$(x)

> 1/2}.

We will show that ||| • ||| is an equivalent Cfc-norm on X. Let us first show that

•I1is a well-defined Cfc-function on X. Let a; G X be such that ||i|| < 3/4. First
of all notice that the set F = {a E T; |¥?a(z)| > 1} is finite. If not, then for an
infinite sequence <pa„i n E w, we would have |^3Qri(a;)| > 1, and choosing <po a
ty*-limit point of fa^s,
we would have <po E Y1- (since <pa = 6a on Y = co(r)).
Moreover, since all ||^a„|| < 1, ||^o|| < 1- On the other hand, |<Po(z)| > 1 and
thus ||i|| > 1, a contradiction with the fact that ||x|| < 3/4. To show that $ is a
well-defined C';-function on X, suppose first that a; G X is such that ||i|| < 1/2.
Then it follows from the above argument and from equicontinuity of <pa's that there
is a neighborhood U(x) of x and a finite set F c T such that if y E U(x) and a £ F,

then ip(<f>a(y))= 1- If a; G X is such that ||i|| > 1/2, then there is a neighborhood
U(x) of x such that if y E U(x), then \\y\\ > 1/2 and then tp(y) = 0.
From these arguments and from the differentiability
follows that $ is well defined and is a C^-function.

properties

of <p and tp it

The origin is an interior point of S. On the other hand, if x E S, then ||i|| < 1/2

and |^a(a:)| < 2 for all a E T. Therefore, if / G X* is of norm < 1 and f\Y
denotes its restriction to Y, then T(f\Y) —f E Y1- and has norm > 2 (T is a lifting
operator considered above in this proof). Therefore, since ||i|| < 1/2, it follows

that |(T(/|F) - f)(x)\ < 1. Since \TSa(x)\ = \<pa(x)\ < 2 for all a E T and since
the unit ball of h(T) is the closed hull of r5Q's,it follows that |T(/|F)(:r)| < 2.
Therefore |/(x)| = |/(i) - T(f\Y)(x)\ + |r(/|y)(a:)|
< 1 + 2 = 3. This is true for
every x E S and every / G X*, ||/|| < 1. Hence S is bounded.
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set in X. We will now show that S is a convex set. To

see this suppose that for x,y E X, <3>(x)> 1/2, $(?/) > 1/2 and i G [0,1]. We will
show that $(ix + (1 —t)y) > 1/2. First of all it is an elementary fact that if x¿ and
yi are positive real numbers and i G [0,1], then if FJ x, > 1/2 and Y\ yi > 1/2, then

n(íx¿ + (1 - t)yi) > 1/2. Therefore if x, y E S and i G [0,1], then

(*)

(ttP(x) + (1 - t)tP(y)) H t<p{<pa(x))
+ (1 - t)p(pa(y)) > i.
»er

Since 0<(f><land0<V<l,
tP(x) > 1/2,

®(x) > 1/2 and $(y) > 1/2 imply that

tP(y) > 1/2,

p(pa(x))

> 1/2

and

<p{<pa(y))> 1/2.

Because of concavity of ip and tp on the desired regions, it follows from (*) that

tP(tx+ (1- t)y) 11 p(pa(tx + (1- t)y))
aer

= tp(tx+ (1 - t)y) 11 <p(t<pa(x)
+ (1 - fWîf))

> (ttP(x)+ (1- f)tf($))[I M^a(z) + i1 - 0W»(Pa(»)))
> 1/2.
Therefore 5 is a convex set.
Finally, since |||x||| = X > 0 such that $(Ax) = 1/2, the Implicit Function
Theorem guarantees that ||| ■||| is a Cfc-norm (away from the origin).
We omit the lengthy but straightforward check of this fact but notice that the
denominator in the formula involved is not zero (at least one term in the product
has its derivative by X negative).

LEMMA 2. If for a compact K,K^\
C(K)

the ujth derived set of K, is empty, then

has an equivalent C°°-norm.

PROOF It is enough to show, by induction on n G w, the following statement Vn:
For every compact K such that K^ = 0, C(K) has an equivalent C°°-norm.
If K^ = 0, then K is finite and C(K) has an equivalent C°°-norm.
Suppose now Vn is true and assume that K is a compact such that K(™+1) = 0.
Consider the set E — {/ G C(K); f\K^
= 0}. E is a subspace of c0(K) and as
such has an equivalent C°°-norm (Kuiper [3, p. 896 or Lemma 1]).
Let Q be the restriction map of C(K) to C(K^).
The Tietze extension theorem
guarantees that Q is a quotient map with the kernel E. Thus C(K)/E is isomorphic
to C(KW).
Since (/i(1))(n) = 0, it follows from the induction hypothesis that
C(K^)
has an equivalent C°°-norm. Lemma 1 can now be used to see that C(K)
has an equivalent C°°-norm.
Following Aharoni and Lindenstrauss in [1] we get
LEMMA 3. Let Xi be the subspace of the Ciesielski-Pol space Xo consisting of
all f E Xo such that /(oo) = 0. Then Xi is Lipschitz equivalent to a co(r).

PROOF (An adaptation of that in [1]). Let K be the ladder system compact in
the definition of Xq. Then /f'1' = {aa}a U co.
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= 0}. Let Q denote the restriction map of Xx to K^.

Then Tietze extension theorem guarantees that Q maps Xi onto a subspace X2 of
co(K^)
formed by functions which are 0 at co and that Xi/E is isomorphic to
X2. Xi/E is isomorphic to X2.
We now use the idea of Aharoni and Lindenstrauss in [1] to find a lifting tp of

Q, from X2 to Xi. Let y be a function from X2 and
t

s

V=Y1 anean - ^2 bme<*m
n=l

rn—1

with ai > Ü2 > Ü3 > ■■■, bi > 62 > 63 > •••, 0 < s,t < 00 be the unique
representation of y as a difference of disjointly supported positive elements y+ and
y~ (assume that a,- ^ aj and a\ ^ a' for i ^ j) where eQn, ea>nare the unit vectors

in c0(/r(1)),

a„, ajj £ 00. Put

Mn= (aBUCaJ\i QCa0j J,

where CaQ. are the ladders for aQi in the definition of Ciesielski-Pol's
Furthermore, put for y E X2
t

space Xo-

s

1P{y)
= ^2 a«XM„- X] hmXM'm,
n=l

m=l

where xm„ (xmJ denotes the characteristic function of Mn (Mm) in K. tp(y) is
an extension of y on K.
Now use the fact from [1] that if y E X2 and fc G K\{aa}a, then

^(v)(k) = àist(y+,Zk) -dist(y~,Zk),
where Zk = sp{ea,k g Ca}.
Therefore tp is a Lipschitz lifting of Q and thus the Bartle-Graves map Tu =
(u —tp(Qu), Qu) can be used to see that Xi is Lipschitz equivalent to Xi © E.
Finally observe that E is isometric to c0(K\K^)
(use the restriction map) and
X2 is isometric to co({aQ}a). Therefore Xi is Lipschitz equivalent to co(Ä'\Ä'^1')©
co({aa}) and thus to a co(r).
PROOF OF THEOREM l. First of all observe that the space Xi from Lemma 3 is
isomorphic to the Ciesielski-Pol space Xo- To see this fact consider a fixed element
aa in the definition of Xo above and let aa(l) be the first element of the ladder Ca
corresponding to aa. The hyperplane Z = {/ G X0,/(aQ(l))
= 0} is isomorphic
to the space Xo, since it is clearly isomorphic to the space C(K\{aa(l)})
(use the
restriction map) and the space C(K\{aa(l)})
is in turn isomorphic to C(K) (use
the shift on the ladder Ca and identity outside Ca to construct a homemorphism
of K and K\{aa(l)}).
Since any two hyperplanes Zi,Z2 (through the origin) of
a given Banach space X are always isomorphic (both of them are isomorphic to

(Z\ n Z2) © R), Xi is isomorphic to X0.
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Since for the ladder system compact K in the definition of Ciesielski-Pol's space
Xo, K^ = 0, the statement of renormability of X0 by C°°-norm directly follows
from Lemma 1.
The statement on factorization of Xo is verified at the end of the proof of Lemma

3.
To show the statement about density characters, observe first that there are c
disjoint perfect sets in R and since each of them intersects K\K*-1', it follows that
cardinality of K\K^
is equal to c. Furthermore, since Xi is Lipschitz equivalent
to co(K\K^)
© co({aa}) it follows that densXo = densXi = c. On the other

hand, if E = {/ G C(K); f\K™ = 0}, then
w'-densXo* = w'-densX*

> w*-densE*

= w*(c0(K\K^))

= c

(cf. [10, Proposition 2.2]).
The statement that there is no continuous injection of (Bi, w) into any (c0(r), u)
was proved in [4, Proof of Lemma 5.2].

REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS. 1. Assuming Generalized Continuum Hypothesis, Ciesielski and Pol show in [4] that a similarly constructed space X0 =
C(K) where A" is a ladder system compact of ordinals, is Lindelöf in its weak topology yet having no weakly continuous injection into any co(r) in its weak topology.
One easily checks that most statements of this note remain valid for X0.
2. Due to the nonexistence of a weak-weak continuous injection of Xi into
any co(r), the quotient space X2 of Xi has no weak-weak continuous lifting for a
quotient map of Xi onto X2.
3. It would be interesting to decide if X0 has an equivalent uniformly Gâteaux
differentiable norm and if Xo admits C°°-partitions
of unity.
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